
Conditional Option Delta Template Guide 

Pre-populated Data 

1. The data populated on the Conditional Option Delta Template contains information from 

the following: 

a. Contract details and budget details from active or approved FY20 contract 

budgets in HHS Accelerator; 

i. Note – If these FY20 contract budgets include sub-budget details in HHS 

Accelerator, Column L (“Total Budget Value”) will reflect the total FY20 

contract budget, not the total sub-budget amount. 

b. Contract details and the FY20 configured budget values for non-approved FY20 

contract budgets in HHS Accelerator; and 

c. Only the contract details for contract budgets that are not configured in HHS 

Accelerator from Financial Management Details (FMS). 

 

Completing the Delta Template 

1. The Delta Template should include a list of all your current FY20 health and human 

service contracts. If there are current contracts that you believe are eligible for the 

Indirect Rate Investment but are not included in this Delta Template, please contact us 

at help@mocs.nyc.gov. 

2. If there are contracts listed on the Delta Template that are not eligible for the Indirect 

Cost Rate Funding Initiative and exempt from the Cost Manual, please contact us at 

help@mocs.nyc.gov. 

3. The columns are color-coded to indicate columns that require Provider Input. In this 

case, the only Provider Input cell is C7. Please fill out cell C7 to indicate when the 

Conditional Option Delta Template will be returned to the City Implementation Team for 

review and acceptance.  

4. The Conditional Option Delta Template requires only verification of your FY20-only 

conditional rate in cell C6.  The calculation to determine the amendment value for each 

contract, or the delta, is determined by the color specific column titled Excel Calculation. 

5. Adjustments to the direct cost base are typically not required to be completed in this 

template.  Please note: invoices for expenditure reimbursement, including expenditures 

in the indirect cost category must reflect actual expenses and are subject to audit. 

a. If there are no values in Columns K and L (“Current Indirect Value” and “Direct 

Cost Base”) you must enter the appropriate values in these columns in order for 

the conditional FY20-only amendment value to calculate.     

 

Returning the Completed Delta Template 

1. Please retain the current name of the Delta Template file when you save it, adding 

“ICRDT” to the end of the file name. 

2. To return the completed delta template submission, please (a) create a folder within their 

HHS Accelerator Document Vault entitled “Verification Documentation” and (b) upload 

the Delta Template and Verification Documentation to this folder. 

3. When uploading the documents, Providers must specify the document type as “Indirect 

Rate Justification”. 
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Conditional Option Delta Template Guide 

Key 

Pre-populated Data 
The value of the cells under this color specific column 

header is populated with data from HHS Accelerator. 

Excel Calculation 
The cells under this color specific column contains formulas 

to perform calculations based on the information entered. 

Provider Input 
The cells under this color specific column requires data 

entry by the provider. 

 

Definitions 

Current Indirect Rate (%) 
The percentage is calculated by dividing the value of the 

Current Indirect Value over the Direct Cost Base. 

Current Indirect Value ($) 
The value of the FY20 indirect value based in HHS 

Accelerator. 

Direct Cost Base ($) 

The value of the Identified Direct Cost base follows the 

simplified allocation methodology for direct cost base as 

stated in the HHS Cost Manual. It excludes the following 

costs below: 

1) Capital Expenditures and Equipment; 

2) Rental Costs 

3) Participant Support Costs; 

4) Subcontract amounts above $25,000; and 

5) Distorting Items 

Total Budget Amount ($) 
The value of the FY20 contract budget that is active or 

approved in HHS Accelerator. 

Indirect Increase ($) 

This is the FY20 amendment value, in which the value of the 

delta is determined by the Direct Cost Base multiplied by the 

new indirect cost rate less the Current Indirect Value. 

 


